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Abstract

Developers of telephone services which are relying on spoken
dialogue systems would like to identify system characteristics
influencing the quality perceived by the user, and to quantify
the respective impact before the system is put into service. A
laboratory experiment is described in which speech input,
speech output, and confirmation characteristics of a restaurant
information system were manipulated in a controlled way.
Users’ quality perceptions were collected by means of a
specifically designed questionnaire. It is based on a recently
developed taxonomy of quality aspects, and aims at capturing
a multitude of perceptually relevant quality dimensions.
Experimental results indicate that ASR performance affects a
number of interaction parameters, and is a relatively well
identifiable quality impact for the user. In contrast, speech
output affects perceived quality on a number of different
levels, up to global user satisfaction judgments. Potential
reasons for these findings are discussed.

1. Introduction

When spoken dialogue systems (SDSs) are used in real-life
application scenarios, system components which operate with
the acoustic realization of spoken language are of primary
importance. On the one hand, the degree to which the user
feels to be understood by the system will depend on the per-
formance of speech recognition and language understanding
components. On the other hand, the speech output component
may largely affect quality dimensions which relate to the
system utterances. In between these two interface compo-
nents, the dialogue manager will be responsible for the over-
all interaction behavior of the system, and hereby signifi-
cantly influence the quality perceived by the user.
Although there are a number of comparative evaluations of
different system versions reported in literature, only little in-
formation is available that would explicitly quantify the
impact of the named components. The lack of data will be
partly linked to the relatively complex interaction of system
components of a SDS, which makes it difficult to pick out
individual characteristics in a controlled way. In addition,
most investigations try to quantify the overall impact, in
terms of an integral quality or usability judgment. Without
denying the usefulness of such integral judgments for the
system designer, it is important to first address the question
which quality dimensions perceived by the user are impacted,
and then to quantify how these quality dimensions impact
overall quality.
The present paper describes a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) experi-
ment which has been designed in order to investigate the
impact of speech recognition performance, confirmation
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gy, and speech output strategy on different quality di-
ons perceived by the user, and on overall quality judg-
. A prototype system for providing information about
rants in the area of Bochum, Germany, has been taken
 example (Bochum Restaurant Information System,
). This system is integrated in a test environment
 facilitates the collection of a large number of inter-
 parameters during the experiment. In order to obtain
ic descriptions of quality perceived by the user, a spe-
uestionnaire has been designed. It is based on theo-

l considerations which are illustrated by a taxonomy of
ty of Service (QoS) aspects, see Section 2. During the
iment, test subjects communicated with several system
ns differing with respect to the named system charac-
cs. The dialogue system and test set-up are described in
n 3. Results will be analyzed with respect to the impact
ech recognition (Section 4), speech output (Section 5),
nfirmation strategy (Section 6), both on the interaction
eter values and on the quality judgments given by the
bjects.

2. Quality of Spoken Dialogue Services

uality of an SDS-based service is determined by the
tions of its users. It turns out as the result of a percep-

nd a judgment process, in which the perceiving subject
ishes a relationship between the perceptive event, and
s/he expects or desires from the service. This user-
c point of view is reflected in the definition of quality
by Jekosch [1]:

esult of appraisal of perceived constitution of a unit
ith respect to its desired composition."

se it is the user who judges on quality, user factors like
e, emotions, experience, task/domain knowledge, etc.,
etermine the perception of individual quality aspects,
f global aspects like usability, user satisfaction or ac-
ility.
earlier publication, Möller [2] organized the most rele-
uality aspects in terms of a taxonomy showing the in-
ing factors on quality, the aspects they carry an influ-
n, and the interrelationship of aspects. Apart from the

factors, four types of factors were identified: Agent
s describing the characteristics of the machine agent as
teraction partner; environmental factors covering the
al (acoustical) environment of the user, including any
ission channels involved in the interaction; task factors

ing from the task which can be carried out with the help
 SDS-based service; and contextual factors describing
on-physical context of use (e.g. price, opening hours,
rable interfaces). The taxonomy is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: QoS Taxonomy. Bn and Cn refer to the
questions of Part B and C of the questionnaire.

Environmental, agent, and task factors carry an influence on
the speech input and output quality, on the cooperativity of
system behavior, and on the symmetry of the dialogic inter-
action. Speech input and output quality includes aspects like
intelligibility, naturalness, listening-effort required to under-
stand the system messages, or the perceived system under-
standing. Cooperativity is defined here in the sense of non-
violation of principles for cooperative dialogue behavior, as
defined by Grice [3]. Although these principles have been
developed with the focus on human-to-human interaction and
are not meant to be strictly adopted in each conversation,
they have been successfully applied in the design and
evaluation of spoken dialogue systems [4]. Cooperativity in-
cludes the aspects informativeness, truth and evidence, rele-
vance, manner, background knowledge, and meta-communi-
cation handling, see Bernsen and Dybkjær [4]. The partner
asymmetry aspect (differences in interaction behavior to be
attributed to the asymmetry of the interaction partners) has
been split into a new category called dialogue symmetry.
This category also includes the effects of dialogue initiative
and interaction control capabilities.
The mentioned quality aspects result in a (more or less) effi-
cient communication (interaction), and in an efficient solu-
tion of the task to be carried out. Communication efficiency
is related to the speed or pace of the interaction, to dialogue
conciseness, and to dialogue smoothness. Task efficiency, on
the other hand, is linked to task success and task ease. Two
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onal quality aspects have to be catered for: The “per-
ty” of the machine agent (politeness, friendliness, natu-
s of behavior) and the effort required from the human
for the interaction (ease of communication,

/fluster, etc.). These aspects have been subsumed under
rm comfort here.
unication efficiency, task efficiency and comfort all

bute to the service usability, for which user satisfaction
e seen as an indicator. Service efficiency, on the other
 is influenced by both task efficiency and contextual
s. It is important for the adequacy of the service (for
ing the desired task), and for the added value attributed
 service (e.g. in comparison to similar ways for obtain-
e same information). Usability, service efficiency, and
mical benefit result in utility of the service, and finally
acceptability.
ypes of information can be collected in order to describe
entioned quality aspects. On the one hand, subjective
ents obtained from the users – usually via question-
 with pre-defined questions – are direct descriptors of
ved quality dimensions. On the other hand, system- and
ue-related parameters can be logged automatically
 the interaction. With the help of expert transcriptions
notations, interaction parameters can be extracted from

g files. These parameters cover a range of system per-
nce measures, but they are no direct indicators of
y.
xonomy of QoS aspects can be used to efficiently set up
tion schemes, involving both subjective judgments and

mentally or expert-derived interaction parameters. A
number of interaction parameters has been classified in
oS taxonomy, see [2]. The majority of these parameters
e extracted during the experiment. For measuring the
tive quality dimensions, a questionnaire has been de-
d. It consists of three parts which are compiled by the
bjects before the test starts (Part A), after each interac-
ith the dialogue system (Part B), and after the whole
ssion (Part C). A copy of the questionnaire is available

the author. The questions can be assigned to the differ-
tegories of the QoS taxonomy, as it is indicated in
 1. Because Parts A and C refer to the test session as a
 and not to the individual system configuration, they are
scussed in the following.

BoRIS Dialogue System and Test Set-Up

e experiment, a spoken dialogue system providing in-
tion about restaurants in Bochum and its surroundings
een set up at IKA. The system is able to search for
rants with respect to five criteria: Type of food, location
 restaurant, price range, day of the week, and the time
er wants to eat out (opening hours of the restaurant).
 speech input side, the system either uses a commercial

h recognizer, or a recognizer simulation. The simulation
ed on the transcription of a human wizard, on which
lled "recognition errors" are generated according to a
usly measured confusion matrix. The confusion matrix

een determined for the target vocabulary of the recog-
 and it is scaled in an exponential way in order to
ate arbitrary recognition rates. Dialogue management is
mented as a finite state machine, using the CSLU tool-



kit [5]. Different confirmation strategies can be selected: Ex-
plicit or implicit confirmation, summarizing confirmation at
the end of the information-gathering part of the dialogue, or
no confirmation at all. Speech output is implemented either
via pre-recorded messages from two non-professional
speakers (1 male, 1 female), or via a text-to-speech (TTS)
system. Both speech output options can be combined, using
one option for the fixed system messages, and another for the
variable restaurant information parts. TTS consists of the
symbolic pre-processing unit SyRUB and the synthesizer
IKAphon [6], concatenating units of different length which
have been recorded from a professional male speaker. The
individual system modules can be combined in order to
generate system configurations which differ in well-defined
characteristics. Table 1 shows the list of system
configurations used in the experiment.

Table 1: System configurations used in the experiment.

Speech outputNo. Recog.
Rate [%] fixed variable

Confir-
mation

1 100 female female --
2 100 male female --
3 100 female TTS (male) --
4 100 TTS (male) TTS (male) --
5 70 female female --
6 100 female female explicit
7 90 female female explicit
8 80 female female explicit
9 70 female female explicit
10 60 female female explicit

40 subjects (11 f, 29 m) participated in the test. They were
between 23 and 51 years old, and were paid for their service.
The majority of subjects did not have any experience with
spoken dialogue services, but most of them knew the town of
Bochum and some of the local restaurants.
Test subjects communicated with the spoken dialogue system
over the phone. At the beginning of the experiment, they had
to compile Part A of the questionnaire. According to experi-
mental tasks which have been described in terms of open or
closed scenarios, the subjects then had to carry out five inter-
actions with the system, and write down the restaurants
which were found by the system. Finally, they judged their
impression after the whole interaction experience.
During each interaction, a log file was produced by the sys-
tem. This file has been annotated by an expert using a spe-
cifically designed Tcl/Tk tool. The tool extracts a large num-
ber of interaction parameters related to speech input (word
accuracy, word error rate, concept accuracy, understanding
error rate, parsing errors), cooperativity (contextual appropri-
ateness, no. of user/system questions, correctness of system
answers, DARPA measures) meta-communication (help
requests, ASR rejections, system error messages, barge-ins,
cancel attempts, system/user correction turns, implicit
recovery), the overall dialogue and communication situation
(dialogue duration, system/user turn duration, no. of sys-
tem/user turns, words per system/user turn), and task success
(binary and ordinal task success, kappa coefficient).
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4. Impact of ASR Performance

imulated recognition rate (configurations 6-10 in Table
ws a statistically significant influence on all speech-

related parameters (ASR and speech understanding
mance measures). This is obvious, because the recog-
 performance is the variable parameter. On the other
the system and user correction rate, the cooperativity of

 utterances, and the task success (kappa) are also sig-
ntly impacted. These parameters are linked to the coop-
ity category (contextual appropriateness is a direct
re of cooperativity, and the correction rate is related to
stem’s meta-communication capabilities), to the com-
ation efficiency (correction rates), and to the task suc-
ategories.
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Figure 2: Impact of simulated recognition rate.

ffect on the subjective judgments is depicted in Fig. 2.
ions B5 ("How well did you feel understood by the
?") and B11 ("How often did the system make mis-
") were significantly affected, and B9 ("In your opinion,
ystem processed your specifications correctly...incor-
.") close to the significance level (Kruskal-Wallis test).
ently, the test subjects were able to localize the source
raction problems relatively well. Subjective ratings are
ely constant down to a recognition rate of approx. 80%;
 this threshold they decrease significantly.

5. Impact of Speech Output

two interaction parameters are affected by the choice of
peech output component: The system turn duration
bly due to the slow speaking rate of the TTS system),
e response delay of the user. The latter finding shows
gh cognitive demand put on the user. In contrast to the
ted effects on interaction parameters, subjective ratings

fected quite drastically, see Figures 3 and 4. Besides the
us effects on listening-effort (B6: "You had to
ntrate in order to understand what the system expected
ou.") and intelligibility (B7: "How well was the system

tically intelligible?"), also the clarity of the information
The information was clear...unclear."), the naturalness

 "The system reacted in the same way as humans do.";
"You perceived the dialogue as natural...unnatural.";
The system’s voice was natural...unnatural."), the

liness (B16: "The system reacted in a
ly...unfriendly way."), the smoothness (B21: "The
 of the dialogue was smooth...bumpy."), the



pleasantness (B24: "You perceived the dialogue as
pleasant...unpleasant."), stress (B25: "During the dialogue,
you felt stressed...relaxed."), and the overall impression of
the system (question B0) are strongly affected. The perceptive
degradation is significantly higher than it was observed for
the speech recognition configurations.
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Figure 3: Impact of speech output configurations. f:
female speaker; m: male speaker; TTS: male TTS voice.
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Figure 4: Impact of speech output configurations. f:
female speaker; m: male speaker; TTS: male TTS voice.

6. Impact of Confirmation Strategies

The system configuration which differ with respect to the
confirmation strategy are 1 vs. 6 (perfect recognition) and 5
vs. 9 (70% recognition rate), see Table 1. Using the explicit
confirmation strategy, the number of system questions raised
in both cases. With perfect recognition, also the implicit re-
covery rate significantly increased, whereas with lower rec-
ognition performance an additional decrease of the system
turn duration, the system response delay, and the words per
system turn could be observed (effects linked to the specific
confirmation strategy implementation). Task success could in
both cases not be increased by using confirmation. The rea-
son might be that the confirmation was only applied in the
information-gathering parts of the dialogue, and not in the
final navigation through the system responses which seems
to cause many errors.
Interestingly, the effect on the subjective judgments is rela-
tively low. Only two questions showed a negative impact of
applying the explicit confirmation strategy, and only for the
70% recognition rate: B6 (concentration required) and B8
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 knew at each point of the dialogue what the system
ted from you."). Apparently, transparency suffers from
appropriately chosen confirmation strategy when the
rate is high.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

th the speech input and the speech output side, signifi-
influences on interaction parameters and subjective
y ratings were observed. Whereas the recognition rate
y influenced interaction parameters related to the cate-
 speech input quality, cooperativity, communication
ncy and task success, synthesized speech strongly af-
perceptual dimensions which can be associated with
ent categories of the QoS taxonomy, down to the global
l impression of the user. Apparently, the system voice
bes the system’s "personality", and seems to act as a
f "business card" of the system. This effect has been
ated earlier and could now be quantified with our ex-
ent. Users seem to be less able to localize their percep-
with respect to speech output than to speech input. The
mation strategy only showed weak effects on both inter-
 parameters and subjective quality judgments.
er to test whether the findings are generic, it will be im-
t to repeat the experiments with other dialogue sys-
The taxonomy of QoS aspects proved to be a very use-
ol for test design and result interpretation, and it will
quently be used in these future experiments. Because
ction parameters and subjective ratings are collected
taneously under controlled conditions, it becomes possi-
 analyze and develop quality prediction models. This is
c of ongoing work at IKA.
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